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RELEASE RISK PREDICTION: 
A TEST OF THE NUFFIELD SCORING SYSTEM 

1  BACKGROUND 

101 REPORT OBJECTIVES  

Issues surrounding the early release of inmates on parole are often the focus 
of heated debate. Much of that debate revolves around different perceptions 
regarding the ease or difficulty with which anybody — and especially Parole 
Board members — can predict the risks of further reoffending associated with 
different types of irunates as they become eligible for early release. 

The Min' istry of the Solicitor General of Canada has recently initiated a number 
of studies aimed at improving understanding of both the processes that lead to 
decisions to grant or deny early release on full parole, and the risks 
associated with the release from penitentiary of different types of offenders. 
During the pa.st 2 years the authors of this report have been engaged in the 
latest of these studies, "The Parole Decision-Making and Release Risk 
Assessment Project". 

The mandate of thii major study includes a broad range of issues related to the 
release of inmates — with issues related to the prediction of release risk 	• 
being top priority. However, until this study is complete, those having to 
dr-al with the prediction of risk must rely on pm-diction methodologies 
developed some time ago. The most promising of those is a risk prediction 
scoring system developed by Joan Nuffield using data for inmates released in 
the early 1970's. 

The current short report utilizes data collected especially for our study to 
explore the extent to which the "Nuffield Scoring System" yields accurate 
predictions of the risks associated with offenders mleased from penitentiary 
in more recent years. The report also explores whether other findings of 
Nuffield regarding actual Parole Board release decisions still hold. 
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The results of this exploration address a number of general questions related 
to risk prediction, including: 

Can  Scoring Systems be developed that could be used to 
classify inmates according to the risks (of reoffencling) 
associated with deir release?", 

"If such a Scoring System were developed  for son  e group of 
inmates, how confident woukl we feel that it would still be 
appropriate for another group of inmates?", 

'Do the decisions now made by the Parole Board differ 
significantly from the decisions they might make if they had 
instead based, their decisions solely on risk ediction 
scores?", and 

"Are the decisions now made by the Parole Board better or 
worse (in tems  of risk) than decisions bued solely on dsk 
prediction scores?". 

11 iliE...E.LEMELD_S_CQEMSLIYMIM 

The Nuffield study wu undertaken to identify which inmate chtractetittiCi 
strongly related to National Parole Board decisions'. 

The study developed a risk preiiction system bued ce a simple summadon 
(Burgess) technique. Data for constrtacting and validating the scoring system 
were derived from a random sample of roughly 2500 full-parole decisions related 
to male releases from penitentiaries in 1970, 1971 and 1972. AB of these 
inmates had  been  previously admitted cd simple warrants of commktal (Le. 
admissions for supervision violation véfere excluded). Excluded u well wœe 
certain reladvely raze "Mean" types such u death and court orders. 

In constructing the scores, Nuffield utilized  information on inmate 
characterisdcs such u:  cirent  admitting offence, prior criminal history, 
inmate demographic characteristics, and criminal behaviour wititin 3 years after 
releue. A more complexe  description of the procedures for calculating 
Nuffield risk scores is ccetained in Append:ix ,  A. 

The scoring system 'developed had Indices of Predictive Efficiezciely PZ) of 
.224 on the construction  simple  and .230 on the validation 

ss 
 

Scores from -24 to +19 were recorded for inmates. However, Sit= it would be 
infeasible to implement any scoring system bued on so many (45) categodes of 
inmate risk, Nuffield developed a smaller number of goupinp of saxes. 
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Specifically, the scoring system was used to classify 
groups, with each group containing at least 16% and 
inmates. 
The approximate probabilities of recidivating (defined 
indictable offence within 3 years of release) for each 
follows: 

GROUP ° 	NTIFFIELP  
SCORE  

VER!  GCCD 	(-6 TO -27) 
GOOD 	(-1 TO -5) 
FAIR 	 ( 0 TO +4) 
FAIR TO POOR (+5 TO +6) 
POOR 	(+9 TO +30) 

4 OUT or 5-WILL 11Q2, RECIDIVATE 
2 OUT or 3 WILL ligl RECIDIVATE 
1 OUT OF 2 WILL liÇa RECIDIVATE. 
2 OUT or 5 WILL )121, RECIDIVATI 
1 OUT or 3 WILL It= RECIDIVATS 

In addition to provicilirg a useful method of catego±ing offenders in terms of 
release risk, Nuffield also found: 

- that there was a close correspondence between the statistical risk 
of reoffending (for offenders with similar risk prediction scores) 
and the likelihood of a.ctually being parôled by the Parole Board, 
but 

- that inmates with the best risk scores were actually paroled at 
somewhat lower  rate than those with slightly leu favourable 
scores, 

Nuffield also found that certain variables (15 in all, see Appendix A) 
improved the ability of the scoring system to predict release risk, wh ile 
others (e.g. seriousness of the current admitting offence) were of less 
utility in this regard. 

1.3 THE PAROLE DECISION-MAICING AND  
EZLEASLEMAUfângerig--Q= 

A major portion of the current project has been devoted to assembling the 
different types of data bases necessary to understanding the range of issues 
related to the parole process and release risk. 

To date the study has assembled the following major databases: 

- a file derived from existing automated files and consisting of 
roughly 40 variables (demographic characterisdcs of the inmate, and 
decisions and activities during the previous, current and subsequent 

a 
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penitentiary terms) related to each of the 81,203 penitentiary terms 
served by inmates admitted or released from penitentiary during the 
fiscal years 1971/2 through 1984/5; 

- 4 files derived from a manual review of non-automated and 
comp'uterized records and consisting of over 600 variables (prior 
criminal history, demographic characteristics, sentence type and 
length, institutional experience, escapes, transfers, release 
process, post-release experience, etc.) related: 

- to  a 25% sample (825) of male penitentiary inmates who were 
admitted on a Warrant of Committal and who becarre eligible 
for parole in 1983/84, 

. to  ail  (52) female penitentiary inmates who were admitted on 
a Warrant of C.ommittal and who became eligible for parole in 
1983/84, 

- to a 25% sample (792) of ail male penitentiary nmates who 
were released (on parole, mandatory supervision, direct 
discharge, etc) in 1983/84, 

- to all (87) female penitentiary inmates who were itleased 
(on parole, mandatory supervision, direct discharge, etc) in 
1983/84; and, finally, 

- 1 file derived from a combination of correctional and law 
enforcement automated records and consisting of approximately 50 
variables, plus full criminal histories, plus data on criminal 
convictions for a 3 year follow-up after release — for aIl inmates 
(roughly 2500) who were admitted on Warrant of Committal and were 
released in 1983/84. 

One of the major objectives of the study is to utilize this vut base of 
information to develop a better understanding of the factors that affect the 
risks associated with the release of different types of inmates. 

However, at this time it seemed worthwhile to utilize the data to test the 
effectiveness of the best currently available release risk prediction system, 
that developed by Nuffield. While doing so, it would also be useful to examine 
whether Nuffield's other findings regarding actual parole decision making were 
still valid. 
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2. LIMITATIONS OF THE VALIDATION EXERCISE 

The database most closely resembling that used by Nuffield was our 25% sample 
of all male penitentiary inmates who were released in 1983184. Eliminating from 
that database all offenders who were not admitted on simple Warrants. of 
Committal left 534 inmates -- compared to 2475 for the Nuffield combined 
construction and vedation samples. 

The data base also had information on nearly all the variables required to 
calculate the Nuffield Release. Risk Scores 3, with the following exception: 

- although Nuffield had information on the exact number of dependents 
of the inmate, our data included only an estimate of whether  or. not 
such dependents existed. 

In addition, although Nuffield had information on whether or not the inmate had 
a conviction for an indictable offence within 3 years of release, our database 
had such information for only a 2 112 year follow-up period. Because nearly 
all reconvictions typically occur within  2 112  years, we woukl not expect this 
difference to be overly important. However, we would expect this difference to 
result in marginally lower risks -- or_ higher success rates — for inmates in 
our sample. 

However, these differences  are  minor compared to the main difference in the two 
samples, namely, the year of release. Many attempts to develop fie prediction 
scoring systems find that the scoring systems work better for inmates in the 
samples from which the data was drawn to construct the system in the frit  
place. When the systems are validated on similar but different samples of 
inmates, their predictive efficiency often decreases. Here we expect a more 
significant fall in predictive efficiency since the new "validation" sample 
includes inmates released at least  Ii  years after those in the samples used to 
construct and vali'date the Nuffield Risk Pnxliction System. A prediction 
system would be considered very robust indeed if it were found to still work 
after such a-period of time. 

3. RESULTS OF THE VALIDATION: RELEASE RISK 

The first task of this exercise.  was to calculate the Nuffield Release Risk 
Scores for all inmates in our new validation sample. The second tuk wu to 
calculate the "success rate" of each group of inrnates who received the sane 
score — where the success rate was defined as the percent of all inmates 
receiving a particular score who received no conviction for an indictable 
offence within 2 1/2 years of release. A plot of these success rates against 
the Nuffield scores is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1  

SUCCESS RATES BY SCORE 
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Visual inspection of Figure 1 shows a definite relationship between the 
Nuffield score and-  the success rate. As the Nuffield Release Risk Scores 
increase, the actual success rates decrease. At this general level, the 
Nuffield scoring system seems to be working as intended. 

However, owing to the nature of the experiment conducted, a more appropriate 
method for displaying results is suggested. The Nuffield scores varied over a 
quite large range, from -25 (extremely good score) to +21 (extremely bad 
score). This wide range, coupled with our sample size of 534, sometimes 
resulted in relatively small numbers of 'inmates receiving Nuffield scores of 
particidar values. These small sample sizes for individual scores would be 
expected to introduce "noise" or "bumpiness" in any trends in sucxess rates. 
(For instance, if only 5 inmates received a particular Nuffield score, the 
success rate for that score could only take on 1 of 6 of the possible values of 
0, .2, .4, .6, .8 or 1.) 
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SUCCESS RATES BY SCORE (5 CELL AVERAGE) 
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The usual correction to minimize such noise is to replace success rates for 
individual scores with a moving average of those success rates4. Here, a 5 
cell  (or 5 score) moving average success rate was chosen. - 

The relationship between the Nuffield Score and these "5 cell moving average" 
Success rates is shown in Figure  2. That relationship now is revealed as being 
even clearer and stronger than before. 

Although a visual depiction of results is often more effective in illustrating 
the nature of relationships, for those interested in a more statistical 
description of the results, Figure 3 compares our validation results with 
Nuffield's original results. That Figure uses the same 5 gronings of Release 
Risk Predicdon Scores as did Nuffield in reporting her results ,. 

As expected (because of our shorter follow-up period), the succeu rates for 
cases in our sample are generally higher than those observed by Nuffield in her 
combined construction and validation samples. This difference aside, the 
results of our validation exercise are surprisingly similar to Nuffield's 
original results. 

7 
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Egurrel 

RESULTS or 	 NUFFIELD'S RESULTS 
CURRENT 	 CONSTRUCTION AND 
VALIDATION 	 VALIDATION COMBINED) 

GROUP 	SCORE 	 % or 	SUCCESS 
RANGE 	 CASES 	RATE  

% or 	SUCCESS 
CASES 	RATE 

• 
1 	UNDER -5 	 25% 	87% 	 21% 	84% 
2 	-1 TO -5 	 16% 	74% 	 18% 	67% 
3 	0 TO 4 	 17% 	62% 	 24% - 	53% 

4 	5 TO 8 	 21% 	47% 	 18% 	39%  
3___ OVER +8 	 _211 	121 	 III 	111 

TOTAL 	 100% 	62% 	 100% 	56% 
Sample Size : 	 534 	 2475 

First of all, the Nuffield Scoring system divides our sample into reasonably 
equal samples in a manner very similar to that for Nuffield's sample Le. 
with each grouping of scores containing at least 16% but no more than 25% of 
the cases. 

Secondly, the success rates in both samples follow very sirmlar patterns. 
Inmates in the two samples with very low (under -5) Nuffield Scores had very 
similar average success rates ( 87% and 84%). Further, in both samples u one 
moves to a group with a higher Nuffield  Score (Le. higher risk), the average 
success rates fall. This pattern continues to the highest score (risk) groups 
which also have similar success rates (37% versus 33%). 

Third, both sets of results suffer the shortcoming noted by Nuffield in ber 
report As with most available release risk prediction devices, the devices 
seldom isolate out groups of inmates with expected success rates approaching 
"0". The minimtim success rates of 37% and 33% for the most risky categories 
for the two sets of results leave one with the difficult problem of whether to 
refuse release to all the inmates in this worst risk category in spite of the 
fact that over one third would be expected to succeed after release. 
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Nonetheless, the obvious conclusion is that the Nuffield Release Risk 
Prediction Model appears to be temporally *robust*. After over 10 years it 
still  retains much of its predictive efficiency6. 

4. COMPARISON OF SCORES VVTTH ACTUAL PAROLE DECISIONS 

Nuffield also found that Parole Board decisions, while far from identical, did 
follow the general pattern suggested by the Release Risk Prediction system. In 
other words, for inmates in her samples of cases the Parole Board granted 
parole to relatively high proportions of inmates having low Nuffield Risk 
prediction scores — and to relatively low proportions of inmates having high 
(risk) scores. 

This finding is important for 2 reasons. First, it reflects positively on 
actual Parole Board decision - maldng, in that those decisions do reflect the 
risks associated with different types of inmates. Second, it implies that use 
of the Nuffield Risk Release Scoring system by the Board would not necessitate 
a major change in its decisions. It would therefore be expected that the 
scoring system would be more readily accepted by Board members u an aid to 
their decision-making. 

The information presented in Figure 4 indicates Nuffield's earlier findings in 
this area continue to hold for our more recent sample of inmates. That  Figure  
shows a clear general relationship between Nuffield Risk Prediction Scores and 
the (5 cell moving average7) rates of parole release80 In other words, u the 
Risk Release scores of inmates increase, the chances of inmates being released 
to parole steadily decrea.se. 

Nevertheless, as also found by Nuffield, the Board still does not parole a 
significant proportion of the inmates that receive the lowest Release Risk 
Scores. In particular, only 71% of the inmates in the lowest risk category 
(scores below -5) were released to parole. Conversely, the Board does not deny 
release to all  inmates in the highest risk category (scores above +8). 

This behaviour would not be totally consistent with a release policy based 
solely on the Risk Release Scores. Such a policy would dictate that an lower 
Release Risk Score inmates should be released before higher score inmates were 
considered for release. 
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Figure 4  
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5. COMPARISON OF SUCCESS RATES: 
SCORING SYSTEM VS. ACTUAL DECISIONS 

An obvious response to any suggestion that one should apply any risk prediction 
scoring system strictly without discretion, would be that Board Members can, 
through their experience and expertise, add or better interpret information 
that can improve on the decisions dictated by strict adherence to risk scores. 

It has already been noted that Board  mbers' decisions in the past have been 
generally consistent with the decisions that would be prescribed by a Release 
Risk score. Furdier, a look at the data from °in .  more recent sample of 
releases in Figures 1 through 3 would also highlight the fact that not all 
inmates in the lowest risk categories succeed after release. This implies that 
there is room for improving on the scores. 

10 
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It might therefore be worthwhile here to explore further whether or not actual 
Board Decisions Were begel than those that would have resulted from a strict 
application of the Risk scores. . 

We begin with Figure 5 which shows (5 score moving average) success rates by 
Release Risk Score, but only for inmates who were released to parole. 
Although there dze some exceptions to the general rule, even among those 
released to Parole, those with lower Release Risk scores am more likely than 
those with higher scores to be successful on Parole. 

However, the main question is whether those released on Parole have better 
success rates than do inmates (with the  saut  Release Risk scats) who are not 
released by the Board to parole. This question is answered direedy by the 
information preserited  in Mg= 6 — and the answer is definitely in the 
affirmative. 
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Almost without exception 9, among any group of inmates classified by the 
Nuffield Release Ris' k system as having  the  saine  release risk score,  those who 
were granted parole by the Parole Board were more successful after release than 
those who were denied parole. 

The strength of these resirlts can be further demonstrated by comparing the 
release success rates of different groups of inmates: 

- those with worse Release Risk scores who  were  paroled, and 
• those with better Release Risk scores who were 	parolecL 

In many instances, inmates in the former groups had better release success 
rates than did inmates in the latter groups., For instance, the success rates 
for parole inmates with each of the scores (of 0 to 4) that placed them in 
Nuffield's 3rd "Fair risk" group were an above,  the success rates for those who 
both were denied parole  and had scores (of -5 to .1) placing them in Nuffield's 
(better) 2nd "good risk" group. 

12 
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These findings could be due 
- to the Parole Board's special abilities to improve on the risk 

scoring system's predictions of risk (a special "selection" 
effect), 
or 

• to the positive impacts of the parole release and supervision 
processes per se  (the "supervision" effect), 
or 

- to some combination of both effects. 

However, whatever combination of these effects is operative here, the results 
are — for offenders of every level of release risk — clearly supportive of 
the "total" parole process. 

In summary, the results presented in this short report are clearly positive 
with respect to both the Nuffield Scoring System and the general risk 
effectiveness of recent Parole Board decision-making,. However, the results 
also Indicate that there is scope for improving both. Fmding ways to assist 
efforts to develop those improvements will be one of the major challenges 
facing the Ministxy's Parole Decision - Making and Release Risk Assessment 
Project in the coming months. 

ENDNOTES 

1. AB Waimea to the "Nuffield Study' will  be to the full detatled msearch repot ether yak, WM* 
NufSeld, ken, '?artie Guidelines°, Preliminary Venial, 'laird  Dm*  (revised),  Joue  1979. A summary mice d 
the report wu la  ter published by the Miniury ct the Solicitor General à 1913. 

2. The Index at Predictive Efficiency is a menus d the peranuage reduction in release own (L& mimes d 
• people who recidivate and non-releases d people who do not recidivate) that waald  oc cur if*, noting symeen 

were need — instead d releasing all item« if the overall eversee moms rate were as,er 50%. It is tumid 
this  aging the foxing Eynon cos woukl mime g imams within moles dut had some associated with mom 
nu« gnaw than 50%, and  would rekase inmates within  soupe  that had  toutes  emaciated with semen ruse 
el MS 

We utilize this nuarare since it wu need by Nuffield. However, k shodd be nosed that Nuffield adosowledges 
the meastue's obvious shoncomings. 

3. Oar dembue contained information m  a  arge number of variables that IMO either not coneidered by Nuffield ne 
were cassidered and were found by her to be dkW use in improving the predicdone tisk. However, the 
purpose d our  toady  was  to test the Nuffield Suiting System, sot to recalibeate any  of its punneters  or  
(paddy) to improve it by amide:Mg other infatuation. These Lem tuks  us  kft latar stages el am 
Pluiect 

4. For  example, the 5 cell moving average rococo Ma for a  Se  cd  S  would be =keeled by sommiee the amnia« of 
eucceurful inmates who received scam of 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 by the mot j5  receiving the same tome. 
The moving  average  sucent  rue for a scum of 9 yodel nee analogous data for inmates receiving souls  cl 7, 1, 
9, 10,  and  11. 

S. 	ns choke of which scores  top  within each  of  dui 5 categories would depend co the "sae namee d the 
data, and du mat appropriate groupings would be et petted to differ frees Ntiffield's sample to owe However, 
dam we were trying simply to replicate Nnfirteld's design, we made no sump to improve our melts by 
choosing different groupings of emu. 
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ENDNOTES (continued) 	 • 

6. Nuffield calculamol Indices ot Pia:fictive Efficiency cl 224 Ind 230 fa bet ccautruction and validation files. 
mini the  5 giurpœes at• emu shown nt Fume 3 would mull in a moderately lower Wet of Predictive 
elft-IPtsi for theocrat' validation maple ol .167. However, the Index ci Prederve Efficiency can be very 
senrinve to  minor cnangea m the dam, even for maple sines similar to that of our new validation ample. 

cbocang different gratin:is al scores would also affect gag yew cd the bade .  

Re instance, if ane wet to apply the Nuffield scores by miming 100% ci the ates whit each individual 
soma that  had *5  œ.L1  =wing ave.-age SOCCIelli rIge over 50%, then the Index a/ Preen EfEciency would 
imam Cfrœn .167) to .192 for our new validation samp/e. 

7. A Evs  score moving average ice parole release rates wu used bete for mucus similar to those given meter  to  
negport,  the oie  of moms averagm for 100CCIS rases. 

Nuffield does not monde the data necessary to cone= a direct compadeas between bar  malts and thou 
maimed here. 

9. 	The  ooly exceptions ne for the (low nomben of) imams with the very lowest releue tide somas. It dame, 
however, be noted that for iffità10.1 with these very high dunces of nicaus, it would be mach harder to pick out 
the relnivelrfew inmate that would be unnecceuful. 
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APPENDIX A: THE NUFFIELD RELEASE RISK SCORING MODEI 

PREDICTOR VAR/ABLES  

The  Nuf  field  model utilizes information on the following 15 predictor 
variables (all assumed to be independent): 

1 current offence 
2 age at admission 
3 .number of previous imPrisonmenta 	. • 

previous breach of  parole/MS.  
5 number of previous escapes 
6 security classification 
7 age at first adult conviction 
8 f of previous convictions for assault 
9 marital status 	 • 
10 interval at risk since last offence 
11 number of dependents 
12 aggregate sentence 
13 # of previous convictions for violent sex off. 
14 # of previous convictions for break 4 enter 
15 employment status at time of arrest 

For ea .Ch released inmate in sample, the score  vas  developed by: 
- determining predictor variable categories 
- assigning scores for each predictor: 

- finding the difference between recidivism rates 
specific to offenders in each category 
the overall recidivism rate  

- assigning a score to each category as follows: 
- if cliff. 	+-5, score ■ 0 
- if cliff. ■ +-5, score ■+-1 
- if diff. ■ +-10, score ■+-2 
- if diff. ■ +-15, score um+-3 

- and totaling the scores of all 15 predictors. 

SCORING FOR ITEM 1 - CURRENT OFFENCE 
- homicide: any act resulting in death, 
except by automobile 	 .3 

- unarmed robbery 	 -2 
- nonviolent See offences, including incest, 

sexual intercourse With the underage, 
seduction, gross indecency 	 -4 
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- dangeroua driving, criminal  negligence in 
operation of motor vehicle, arson, 
kidnapping, hijacking, abduction, 
obstructing peace officer 	 -2 

- narcotics offences 	 -3 • 

- receiving or possession of stolen goods 	+1 
- theft 	 +1 
- break and enter, forcible entry, 
unlawfully in dwelling 	 +2 

- escape 	 +4 

SCORING FOR ITEM 2 - AGE AT ADMISSION 
- under 21 	 +2 
- over 39 	 -2 

SCORING FOR ITEM 3 - PREVIOUS IMPRISONMENTS 
- ha  s never been in a penal institution 

(jail, prison, or penitentiary) before 	-4 
- has aisrved a sentence in a penal 

institution on 3 or 4 previous occasions 	+1 
- has served a sentence in a penal 

institution on 5 or more previous occasions +2 

SCORING FOR ITEM 4 - PREVIOUS BREACH 
- has previously been revoked or has 

forfeited his parole or M. S. 

SCORING FOR ITEM 5 - PREVIOUS ESCAPE 
- has escaped or attempted to escape on 

1 or more previous occasions 

SCORING FOR ITEM 6 - SECURITY CLASSIFICATION 
- is in maximum security at time of parole 
hearing 

SCORING FOR ITEM 7 AGE AT FIRST ADULT CONVICTION 
- was under 19 at time of first adult 

. 	conviction 	 +2 
- was between 23 and 30 (inclusive) at time 

of first adult conviction 	 -2 
- »5 between 31 and 40 (inclusive) at time 
of first adult conviction 	 -3 

▪ 1143 between 41 and 49 (inclusive) at time 
of first adult conviction 	 -6 

- was over 49 attic» of first adult 
conviction 	 .7 
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SCORING  FOR  ITEM 8 - PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS: ASSAULT 

- has 1 previous conviction for assault 

- has 2 or more previous convictions for 

assault 

SCORING FOR ITEM 9 - MARITAL STATUS 
- is married or has common-law spouse 	-1 

SCORING FOR ITEM 10 - INTERVAL AT RISK SINCE LAST OFFENCE 
- if has been less than 6 months between 

inmate's current conviction and hie lait 
offence (or his release from his last 
imprisonment, if he was jailed for his 
last offence) • 	 +1 

- if has been 2 years or more between 
inmate's current conviction and hie  last 
offence (or hi  s release from his last 
imprisonment, if he was jailed for his 
last offence) 	 -2 

SCORING FOR ITEM 11 - NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS 
- has 3.or more dependents (includes 
dependents from common-law marriage) 

SCORING FOR ITEM 12 - AGGREGATE SENTENCE 
- aggregate sentence is 5 years 
- aggregate sentence is 6 years or more 

SCORING FOR ITEM 13 - PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS: VIOLENT SEX 
- has 1 previous conviction for forcible rape, 
attempted rape, or indecent assault 	+4 

SCORING  FOR  ITEM 14 - PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS: BREAK & ENTER 
- has no previous convictions for break 

and enter, or being unliwfully in 
dwelling house 	 -2 

- has 1 or.,2 previous convictions for break 
and enter 	 +2 

- has 3ior'epreviOtie convictions for break 
and enter +3 

- has 5 or more previous convictions for 

SCORING FOR ITEM 15 - EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
▪ emploitia- whan arrested for current offence -1 

break and enter +6 
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